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3arts&entertainment

Full steam
ahead for
Brunel’s
birthday

SUMMER finally arrives as
MDG Players bring us a
gentle, but perceptive, class
war set amongst sun-
drenched sand. Written by
the creator of The Good Life,
Sandcastles slyly prods fun
at snobbery and social
assumptions from all walks
of life.

Elderly couple William
(John Archer) and Margaret
(Irene Bourne) come to the
same beach for many years,
and have established their
own sets of rules on privacy
and etiquette around their
beach hut. The other family
to visits each year, and who
own the third hut, are 4x4
car salesman Stan (Richard
Wright) and his wife

Bernice (Alison Baseley). All
the regulars are distressed
that new people, who might
not respect their unspoken
rules, will be renting the
middle hut this time.

That turns out to be
Cockney fish and chip shop
owner Doug (Mike Slatcher)
and his two young 'nieces'
Debs (Katherine Curtis) and
Becky (Catherine Treneer).
This apparently risqué
arrangement greatly alarms
Margaret and Bernice’s
inner snob and they get
completely the wrong idea.
Bernice’s lonely sister,
Pauline, finds plenty she
likes about the affable
Doug, Mike Slatcher
successfully keeping Doug
between seedy and cheery.

He wins them over when
several people who dare to
sit in 'their' part of the
beach deliberately
antagonise the hut owners.
Helping them to beat the
intruders at their own game
soon cements a bright

summer friendship that
melts class convention.

That's the biggest conflict
here, and true enjoyment of
this story stemmed from the
growth of its characters. The
actors blended seamlessly
with each person.

They made the most of
some clever dialogue and
some seaside sauciness.
Jillie Curtis gave Stan's
mother, a woman who keeps
her black coat and hat on,
whatever the weather,
wonderfully fearsome life.
The younger actors, and
Lester Parry's enthusiastic
beachcomber, added to the
set's atmosphere of a
bustling resort.

The beach hut set,
designed by Mike Phillips
and Mike Standing, looked
so realistic that I expected
to find sand in my shoes! By
the unexpectedly poignant
end I was really craving ice
cream and a pedalo ride. A
sun-drenched success!
–Joanna Neilson

Saucy, seamless
Sandcastles

ISAMBARD Kingdom Brunel, a man
whose work has touched us all one
way or another, was born 200 years

ago this weekend.
Majority of people associate the

genius with Bristol. But he was born in
Portsea – on April 9, 1806 – the only
son of Marc and Sophia Brunel.

To commemorate his birth,
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard will host
a Celebration of Steam over the coming
weekend.

And dominating the whole event will
be HMS Warrior, built in 1860 using the
technology Brunel developed to create
the world’s first  iron-hulled, sail and
steam-powered ocean-going ship,
launched almost two decades earlier.

During the 18th and 19th centuries
Portsmouth Royal Dockyard was the
greatest industrial complex in the
world and drew heavily on steam to
remain at the leading edge of
technology.

Among the other highlights of the
event is the chance to see a fascinating
range of traction engines, road
locomotives, miniatures, steam boats,
model railways and a steam powered
fairground attraction, some of which
originated in the United States.

Visitors will have a rare opportunity
to ride an original galloping horses –
the Carousel in old money – built in
1903 by Savage’s of Kings Lynn.

The steam engine which powers the
gallopers, although not original to the
ride, is from the Brunel era. There are
very few original steam-powered rides
left now since the majority were
converted to electric after the World
War II. The ride is complete with an
original mechanical organ and will
bring a touch of authenticity to the
event.

For the event, HMS Warrior is
brought to life by a skeleton crew at
work and rest and a storyteller will
draw inspiration from the age of steam
ships.

Warrior, pictured on the front page of
7Days, was the world's first iron-
hulled, armoured warship powered by
steam as well as sail and constructed of
wrought iron.

Remaining with the genius of Brunel,
Middleton Press will demonstrate a
one-eighth scale working model of one
of his more celebrated aborted schemes
– the South Devon Railway's vacuum
operated line which was intended to
eliminate locomotives.

While Brunel used steam pumping
engines every four miles to propel the
railway engines forward, Vic Mitchell
will be using two vacuum cleaners to
demonstrate the principle behind the
invention.

A Celebration of Steam runs from
10am to 4.30pm both days  and tickets
aret £8 adults, £6 children/seniors and
£25 family. Price include entry to HMS
Warrior 1860.

Front page picture: HMS Warrior 

REVIEW:
Sandcastles
The Methodist Church
Hall,
Chandle’s Ford

TIMES are hard in Much
Muddle-On-The-Marsh,
especially when greedy
baker, Pru Blossom blurts
out to King Melvyn that her
beautiful daughter, Daisy,
can spin pure gold from
straw.

The treasure-obsessed
King immediately locks
Daisy in the stables,
demanding that she turn all
the straw around her into
the precious metal.

And it’s all happening at
Newbury’s Corn Exchange,
where The Panto Company is

staging for the Easter hols
its brand new production of
Rumplestiltskin on April 13.

Daisy is, of course,
terrified as she has no idea
how to complete the task.

All looks doomed until,
during the night, a strange
little man appears, offering
to help Daisy. He promises to
spin the straw into gold in
return for her necklace.
Daisy hastily agrees and, by
dawn, the barn glistens and
shimmers. The King is
delighted but, instead of
congratulating Daisy, he

locks her up again - with
twice as much straw to spin!

Will the magical
Rumplestiltskin return to
help Daisy, and what will he
ask in return? Find out as
The Panto Company spins
this classic tale into a golden
show for children of all ages,
filled with clap-a-long songs
and amazing audience
participation. Don't miss it!

Tickets, £6.50 (£20 family)
from The Corn Exchange box
office on 01635 522733 or
book online at
www.cornexchangenew.com.

Clutching at straws

Taking tea with mother (Jillie Curtis)                                                                            Photo: Terry Bond  T5889B

IT WAS obvious The
Vagina Monologues was
going to bring a huge
female audience to The
Mayflower before it even
began. The pub next door
was heaving with ‘x’
chromosomes an hour
before the show, then
returned to normal just
before curtain-up.

In the audience, groups
of women huddled
together, some cackling
with laughter, others
nervously tittering over
what was about to come.

But luckily, when the
stars of the show –
Sharon Osbourne, Lisa
Riley and Jenny Jules –
walked on stage, everyone
was put at ease.

The show deals with
women’s issues in a frank
and up-front way, with no
hint of innuendo or smut.
As the title suggests, the
talk is mostly about
vaginas, but it is more
about the effects they
have on women’s lives and
the part they play in
relationships, childbirth
and our own confidence.

Our talking trio all
delivered fantastic
performances. Sharon was
hilarious and full of
charm, interacting with
the audience and
throwing in a couple of
typical Osbourne
shockers. Lisa Riley
delivered a moving piece
on childbirth with style
and emotion. Jenny Jules
read the most heart-
breaking monologue
about a girl held in a
Bosnian rape camp, able
to switch the audience
from laughter to tears in a
trice, dealing with the
issue in a touching and
serious manner.

Anyone who thinks this
show is about smut or sex
is completely wrong and
has probably not gone
with an open mind. It is
all about getting women
to talk in public about a
subject that is often
regarded as taboo and I
think it was fantastic.

It was just a shame that
there weren’t more men
in the audience. They
could have learnt a thing
or two.

–Laura Downton

REVIEW:
The Vagina
Monologues,
The Mayflower,
Southampton

Talking
out the
taboos


